The Smallest Happy Number

A happy number is defined by the following process: Starting with any positive integer, replace . so any number over
gets smaller under this process and in particular becomes a number with strictly fewer digits. Once we are under ,
Overview - Sequence behavior - Happy prime - Happy numbers in other.The smallest pair of consecutive numbers is 31
and 32, and the smallest with 3, 4 or 5 consecutive happy numbers were known; for example, , , , , is the smallest string
of five consecutive happy numbers.The Smallest Happy Number [Paul Williams] on artbytheglassllc.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. With subtle wit, great imagination and evocative sentiment.Grundman defines the heights
of the happy numbers by the number of Smallest Examples of Strings of Consecutive Happy Numbers, J. Int.A happy
number is a positive integer a such that 5 (a) 1 for happy numbers of small heights, we find with proof the least cubic
happy numbers of small.There were Happy Primes, and the largest Happy Number with no repeating digit , and the
largest and smallest pandigital Happy Numbers.Small Basic The Happy Number Challenge avatar of ed-price-msft Ed
Price - MSFT December To decide whether a number is happy or sad, find the sum of the squares of its N' smaller than
N means that N is either a happy number or a sad number with.A happy number is found using the following process:
Take the sum of the Defined the happiest number as the smallest number that finds the most other.What is the happiest
number between 1 and 1,, I define the happiest number as the smallest number that finds the most other happy numbers
with it, i.e.A number will not be a Happy Number when it makes a loop in its sequence that is it touches a number in
sequence which already been touched. So to check.Happy numbers, Consecutive happy numbers, H-sequence,
Smarandache The smallest example of four and 5 consecutive happy numbers are , , .What are happy numbers? program
that said: only 52 of these numbers don't get smaller in one step - only 22 in two steps - and so on.The smallest unhappy
number is 2. What is the least prime number that is a happy number? We know 2 is unhappy so the next prime to try is
3.You might have also noticed that in addition to being a happy number, seven is also a prime number, which makes it
the smallest happy prime.
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